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An update from the PlentyMusic team about recent developments.
Recent visitors to the site will have noticed a number of new features.
Visitors will also see that you can sign up and log in using social media.
Members have access to their own dashboard area which enables them
to store favourites and listen to whole tracks.
Some free scores are now available and many have accompaniments.
Players can now participate in an ensemble music experience.
Individuals will need to sign up to receive free scores.
Music additions to the website include arrangements for solo
instrument with accompaniment of Tchaikovsky’s beautiful but
melancholy “None but the lonely heart.” Music from Italy is represented
by Paisiello’s “Nel cor piu non mi sento,” the gondolier song, “La biodina
in gondoletta,” and a traditional and popular Tarantella. There are also
arrangements of Louis Moreau Gottschalk’s, “Manchega,” which is a
stunning piece imbued with Spanish colour and musical references. The
Venezuelan pianist Teresa Carreño’s, “Mi Teresita,”(Little Waltz) has
been arranged for various combinations of instruments. Syncopated
music, contemporary with Scott Joplin’s ragtime era, is represented by
arrangements of Ernesto Nazareth’s “Odeon.” There have been some
revisions made to existing scores with accompaniments added.
Music in preparation includes an area of study of music for piano 4
hands (piano duets) and one celebrating the music of Beethoven in the
250th anniversary of his birth.
For music teachers interested in an integrated approach to their
instrumental teaching programmes PlentyMusic has many works that
can be shared across a music curriculum.
At the time of writing most shops remain closed so it is a very good
opportunity to browse and listen to the resources available on the
PlentyMusic website.
The PlentyMusic product is now much more focused to the needs and
requirements of the 21st century music student and music teacher.
Users can download sheet music in pdf format to an iPad or notebook.
Mp3 sound files can be played back with a connection to a wireless
speaker. Instrument players have all they need to prepare music for
concerts, examinations, auditions and online music lessons.

What makes PlentyMusic scores special is that what you see and read in
the score is exactly what you hear playing on the mp3 recording. Visit
and browse the website and our YouTube channel to view and listen to
some of our scores. Click the link on the home page of the website. A
number of articles on the blog site should be appearing in the
forthcoming weeks.
There are special offers available which enable users to purchase
bundles of credit at discounted prices.
Music departments, music centres, hubs and music leaders wishing to
have a multiuser account, will need to contact the PlentyMusic Office
with a summary of their requirements for a quotation.
If you wish to contact PlentyMusic email us office@plentymusic.co.uk
or use the LiveChat facility on the website’s homepage.
Best wishes from the PlentyMusic Team.
www.plentmusic.co.uk

